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We, UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC
AUTHORITY, London, a British

Authority, do hereby declare the invention,
for which we pray that a patent may be
5 granted to us, and the method by which it is
to be performed, to be particularly described
in and by the following statement:—
This invention relates to liquid metal
cooled fast breeder nuclear reactors of the
10 pool kind.
In a nuclear reactor of the pool kind the
reactor core and ancillary components, such
as heat exchangers and coolant circulating
pumps, are immersed in a pool of coolant,
15
One known construction of liquid metal
cooled fast breeder nuclear reactor of the
pool kind comprises a primary vessel suspended from the cover of a concrete vault
and containing a pool of liquid sodium. The
20 reactor core, coolant pumps and heat exchangers are also suspended from the cover
of the concrete vault and are immersed in
the pool of sodium. Ducting is provided
whereby coolant from the pool can be
25 pumped successively through the core and
the heat exchangers thence back to the pool,
Replacement of spent fuel is carried out
whilst the reactor is shut down and the irradiated fuel assemblies are withdrawn from
30 the core by a charge machine located above
the cover of the concrete vault. Whilst still
submerged in liquid sodium the irradiated
fuel is transferred sideways and lowered into
a transfer rotor. Subsequently the irradi35 ated fuel is removed from the vault to storage
racks. The transfer rotor has provision for
the temporary storage of twenty irradiated
fuel assemblies, each within a stainless steel
bucket. For insertion and withdrawal of a
40 fuel assembly the rotor is rotated to bring
an assembly to a loading or discharging station. An irradiated fuel assembly is withdrawn from the rotor within its bucket and
the combination of fuel assembly, bucket and
45 sodium (weighing approximately 1000 kilograms) is lifted approximately 27 metres,
Thus in the event of malfunction the combination falls back into the rotor with con-

siderable energy. To prevent damage to
the rotor an arrangement of fracture pins
limits the transfer of energy to the rotor and
deformable energy absorbing devices prevent
damage to the reactor vessel and other parts
of the reactor structure. After such a malfunction it is necessary to replace the fractured pins and the deformed energy absorbing device by remote means operated over a
considerable distance from outside the vault
and the operation is, therefore, very complex. It is an object of the present invention to provide a liquid metal cooled fast
breeder reactor of the pool kind having improved energy absorbing means for fuel assemblies falling into a fuel transfer rotor,
According to the invention in a liquid
metal cooled fast breeder nuclear reactor of
the pool kind having a transfer rotor for the
temporary storage of irradiated fuel assemblies in the pool of reactor coolant whilst
the fuel assemblies are in transit from the
reactor core to storage means, the fuel assemblies are supported in the transfer rotor
by elastic means and there is provided a
hydraulic dash pot at least in one position
below the transfer rotor for absorbing the
energy of a falling fuel assembly,
By hydraulic dash pot is meant a construction including a piston movable v/ithin
a cylinder to displace fluid within the cylinder through a restricted passage whereby
the kinetic energy of the falling load is absorbed by the displacement of fluid.
In a preferred construction of liquid metal
cooled fast breeder reactor dash pots are
provided immediately below a receiving station for irradiated fuel assemblies in the
transfer rotor and immediately below a discharge station for irradiated fuel assemblies,
and the transfer rotor has buckets each for
housing a fuel assembly, each bucket being
carried in a container which is elastically
supported in the transfer rotor on a helical
coil compression spring so that, in the event
of a malfunction of the hereinbefore described kind, the container and bucket are
returned to their normal operating position
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after the kinetic energy of the falling load transfer port 9 in the core tank 6 provides
has been absorbed by the dash pot. The passage for irradiated fuel assemblies from
transfer rotor may also be provided with re- the core to the transfer rotor 7 and there
coil springs for absorbing the recoil energy is a discharge port 10 in the cover of the con5 of the helical coil springs.
crete vault 2 for the withdrawal of irradiated 70
The invention embodied in the preferred fuel assemblies. The rotor carries equally
construction provides that the energy of a circumferentially spaced stainless steel confalling fuel assembly, bucket and coolant tainers 11 and a charge machine (not shown)
combination is absorbed by displacement of disposed above the cover of the concrete
10 coolant in the dash pot and for the subse- vault 2 is used to lift spent fuel assemblies 75
quent return of the combination to its nor- from the core 4 and transfer them to indimal storage position in the transfer rotor vidual buckets 12 in the containers 11. The
without causing damage to the reactor con- transfer rotor 7 is rotated by a shaft 13 from
struction. Thus, when the cause of the mal- above the cover of the concrete vault in step15 function has been ascertained and corrective wise manner to present successive buckets to 80
action has been taken, normal discharge the transfer port 9 and to present them in
operations can be resumed without the need step-wise manner to the discharge port 10.
for complex repairs and replacements to be Energy absorbers 14 are shown diagrammade to ancillary equipment of the transfer matically and are provided in a base 8
directly beneath the transfer port 9 and the 85
20 rotor.
The lower end of each container may be discharge port 10 for fuel assemblies.
adapted to form a piston for the dash pot or
A transfer rotor 7 is shown in greater de. dash pots, the cylinder being located in a tail in Figure 2 and comprises a horizontally
static base supporting the rotor but, prefer- disposed receiver 15 mounted on a vertical
25 ably, the complete dash pot is located in composite shaft 16. The receiver and shaft 90
the base and presents a striker platform to assembly is steadied by a tubular pedestal 17
the lower end of a descending container. mounted on a base 18. The shaft extends
This latter preferred feature avoids the need through an opening 19 in the cover of the
for very accurate positioning of the rotor concrete vault 2 where it is end supported in
30 whereby the lower end of a descending con- a bearing 20; the lower end is guided by a 95
tainer forming a piston is enabled to enter bush 21 and complementary stub shaft 22
the cylinder.
which is located on the pedestal in a spheriConstructional embodiments of the inven- ical mounting 23. Step wise rotation of the
tion will now be described, by way of ex- rotor 7 is effected by drive means (not shown)
35 ample, with reference to the drawings ac- through a gear wheel 39 at the upper end 100
companying the Provisional Specification of the shaft 16. The receiver 15 comprises
a central boss 24 secured to the composite
wherein:—
Figure 1 shows in halt section a typical shaft 16 and having twenty arms 25 extendliquid metal cooled fast breeder reactor of ing radially outwards from it. The arms 25
40 the pool kind having a fuel assembly trans- engage the boss 24 by hook connections 26 105
and are retained in engagement by two
fer rotor,
Figure 2 is a fragmentary section drawn clamping plates 27, 28. The free ends of
to a larger scale than Figure 1 showing one the arms 25 each have an aperture 29 housing
example of a transfer rotor in a nuclear re- a vertical open top container 11. The
45 actor construction according to the inven- container of each arm 25 has a circumfer- 110
ential flange 30 by which it is supported on
tion, and
Figure 3 shows in cross-section, drawn to a helical coil compression spring 31 housed
a larger scale than Figure 2 an alternative within a sleeve 32 depending from the lower
face of the arm. A second helical coil comform of dashpot.
50
In the construction of a liquid metal cooled pression spring 33 disposed about the con- 115
fast breeder reactor of the pool kind shown tainer 11 and housed within the aperture 29
in Figure 1 there is shown a primary vessel abuts, at one end, the upper face of the
1 suspended from the cover of a concrete flange 30 and, at the other end, an abutment
vault 2 and containing a pool 3 of liquid flange 34 of the arm. The base 18 carries
55 sodium. The reactor core 4 is supported two dash pot cylinders 35 (only one being 120
on a diagrid 5 suspended from the cover shown) having bores 36 which converge toof the concrete vault. The sodium coolant wards the lower closed end of the cylinders,
pumps and heat exchangers of the construc- there being one cylinder disposed in position
tion are not shown in the drawing but they immediately below each of the transfer port
60 also are suspended from the cover of the 9 and discharge port 10. The lower end of 125
concrete vault 2 and immersed in the pool 3 each container 11 forms a piston 37 comof liquid sodium. A core tank 6 surrounds plementary to the dash pot cylinders 35. The
the reactor core and alongside the core tank containers 11 each house a bucket 12 for
there is a fuel transfer rotor 7 rotatably receiving fuel assemblies from the reactor
65 supported from the cover of the vault 2. A core and which have a lip 38 for engage- 130
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ment by lifting means which can withdraw used instead of that shown in Figure 2, misthe bucket compete with fuel assembly and alignment tolerances of the rotor relative to
sodium through the cover of the concrete the dash pot can be greatly relaxed.
vault 2.
WHAT WE CLAIM IS: —
70
In the event of a malfunction, whereby
5
a fuel assembly is released in passage through
1. A liquid metal cooled fast breeder
the transfer port 9 or a bucket-fuel assembly-sodium combination is released in pas- nuclear reactor of the pool kind having a
sage through the discharge port 10, the load transfer rotor for the temporary storage of
10 falls into a container 11 disposed above an irradiated fuel assemblies in the pool of re- 75
energy absorbing device. The container is actor coolant whilst the fuel assemblies are
driven downwardly compressing the spring in transit from the reactor core to storage
31 and energy is dissipated in the form of means, the fuel assemblies being supported in
heat by displacement of sodium from the the transfer rotor by elastic means and there
15 cylinder 35 through the diminishing limited being provided a hydraulic dash pot at least 80
clearance between the piston 37 and the in one position below the transfer rotor for
wall of the cylinder 35. When the container absorbing the energy of a falling fuel asand load have been brought to rest by the sembly.
2. A liquid metal cooled fast breeder nudash pot, the helical coil spring 31 returns the
85
20 container and load to the normal operating clear reactor comprising:
a primary vessel containing a pool of coolposition in the rotor, recoil vibrations befog
damped by the two opposed springs 31, 33. ant,
a reactor core submerged in the pool of
The construction has the advantage that
sacrificial components such as deformable coolant,
a transfer rotor submerged in the pool of 90
25 shock absorbers are eliminated.
In an alternative construction the cylin- coolant along side the reactor core, the transders and pistons of the dash pots form uni- fer rotor being rotatable about a vertical
tary combinations which are located in the axis and having an annular series of aperbase. Each dash pot unit presents a plane tures disposed about the axis.
a plurality of elongate thimble shape con- 95
30 striker platform to the lower end of the descending container. A dash pot unit is shown tainers for receiving fuel assemblies disin Figure 3 and comprises a cylinder 40, hav- posed one in each aperture,
a plurality of helical coil compression
ing a closed end, and a piston 41 which are
normally urged to a vertically extended springs, each spring elastically supporting a
35 condition by a helical coil compression container in upright position in an aperture, 100
and
spring 42.
at least one hydraulic dash pot located
The piston 41 comprises an inverted cup
having a circular flange 43 and the extent of directly below the path of the containers artravel of the piston in the cylinder is limited ranged so that, by rotation of the rotor, the
40 by a pad 44 in the base of the cylinder and containers are successively brought into re- 105
four equally spaced lugs 45 extending radi- gister with the dash pot.
3. A liquid metal cooled fast breeeder
ally inwards from a flange 46. The piston has
a flange at the upper end which presents a nuclear reactor according to claim 2 having
striker platform 47 to containers 11 and is a second helical coil compression spring in
45 guided during downward travel by a coaxial each aperture of the rotor, the second helical 110
tubular extension 48 of the cylinder. The coil compression spring being reactively opstriker platform 47 is generally circular but posed to the first helical coil compression
has four sectors cut away to present four spring and the container being elastically
equally spaced arcuate bearing surfaces 49 suspended between the springs.
4. A liquid metal cooled fast breeder 115
50 for guiding the piston within the extension.
The bore of the cylinder 40 converges to- nuclear reactor according to claim 3 wherewards the closed lower end so that a peri- in the or each hydraulic dash pot comprises
pheral clearance between the piston and a piston within a static cylinder, the piston
cylinder diminishes as the piston travels having a horizontal plane surface arranged
120
55 downwardly towards the lower end. The ex- for impact with a descending container.
5. A liquid metal cooled fast breeder
tension 48 has apertures 50 in the wall for the
discharge of sodium and a lip 51 for engage- nuclear reactor according to claim 3, wherein
ment by a lifting grab. When the piston is the or each hydraulic dash pot comprises a
driven downwardly by a container, liquid static cylinder arranged for receiving the
60 sodium is ejected from the cylinder by way lower end of a descending container, the 125
of the clearance between the piston and lower end of each container being adapted
cylinder, thence through the apertures 50 to form a piston for the dash pot.
6. A liquid metal cooled fast breeder nuand the segmented passages bounded by the
striker platform 47 and the extension 48. clear reactor substantially as hereinbefore
65 When a dash pot as shown in Figure 3 is described with reference to Figures 1 and 2 130
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of the drawings accompanying the Provisional Specification.
7. A liquid metal cooled fast breeder
nuclear reactor substantially as hereinbefore
5 described with reference to Figures 1, 2 and

3 of the drawings accompanying the Provisional Specification.
L. A. DUNNILL,
Chartered Patent Agent,
Agent for the Applicants.
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